
Dr. Wesley E. LeMasurier of Cornell University and
international exchange scientist Mr. Oscar Gonzalez
of the University of Chile, Santiago (Mr. Gonzalez
has devoted many years to the study of volcanic
phenomena in Chile and on the Antarctic Peninsula.)
The contributions of these men were invaluable
because at least 75 percent of the ranges and isolated
mountains investigated proved to be volcanoes that
range in age from Tertiary to Recent. During the
latter half of the season, a second exchange scientist,
Dr. Boris Lopatin of the Institute of Arctic Geology,
Leningrad, joined the team. In line with his specialty
(igneous and metamorphic petrology), he contributed
importantly to the discussions concerning the geology
of the "basement complex."

No major differences were noted in the general
geologic picture of this portion of West Antarctica
from that investigated previously as far west as Cape
Colbeck. However, the concentration and distribu-
tion of volcanoes in this sector are much greater thaw
to the west. Many are aligned either in roughly
north-south or east-west directions, indicating a pos-
sible distribution along fractures that are arranged
in an orthogonal pattern.

A series of metasedimentary rocks which crop
out in the Kohler Range resembles, superficially
at least, that which is common in the Ford Ranges.
The rocks consist of quartzites and metagraywackes
that have been intensely folded. At the one good
outcrop in the Kohler Range, the beds have a
nearly vertical attitude, and the strike trends roughly
east-west. Associated with them are granite-grano-
diorite intrusions which may be contemporaneous
with those of Cretaceous age in the Ford Ranges. Of
special interest are the medium- to high-grade meta-
morphics that crop out at Mount Petras, the Kohler
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(Photo by F. Alton Wade)

"Basement" gneiss exposed at Bear Island.

Range, Bear Island (see figure), and Schneider
Rock. It is believed that these and the ones previ-
ously studied in the Fosdick Mountains and the
Mount Gray area are representative of the oldest
rocks exposed in Marie Byrd Land. A more definite
conclusion will have to await analysis of the field
data and completion of the petrologic studies. Ra-
diometric dates undoubtedly will prove helpful.

Evidence is slowly accumulating which appears to
substantiate the hypothesis that Marie Byrd Land is
composed of segments of a disrupted portion of the
Antarctic Continent. The presence of sphenochasms
between the insular units is likely. It is hoped that
the relationship of Marie Byrd Land to the Antarctic
Peninsula will be clarified during the 1968-1969 field
season. A comprehensive geophysical program that
includes electromagnetic ice-thickness measurements
and magnetic measurements of the entire area is
recommended. No direct tie-in with the Ellsworth
Mountains seems to be indicated.

Volcanic Geology of
Central Marie Byrd Land

WESLEY E. LeMASURIER

Department of Geological Sciences
Cornell University

The 1967-1968 Marie Byrd Land Survey traversed
approximately 450 miles of the Hobbs Coast and
Bakutis Coast sectors of Marie Byrd Land. Investi-
gations of volcanic geology covered the Ames, Flood,
and Executive Committee Ranges, Mounts Flint and
Petras, Reynolds Ridge, the USAS Escarpment, To-
ney Mountain, the Crary Mountains, Mounts Takahe
and Murphy, the Kohler Range, and Bear Island.

The volcanic section in this part of Marie Byrd
Land is exposed at progressively higher stratigraphic
levels as one proceeds from north to south. Exposed
in the northern coastal mountains (the Kohler Range
and Bear Island) are the prevolcanic basement of
metamorphic and plutonic igneous rock and overlying
thin, discontinuous sheets of basalt and tuff-breccia.
Prevolcanic rock is sparingly exposed around the
bases of Mounts Petras and Murphy and parts of the
USAS Escarpment. It is overlain in these areas by a
thick volcanic section. The more southerly ranges in
this sector are composed entirely of isolated or coalesc-
ing composite and pyroclastic volcanoes.

Pyroclastic rock is the most widespread and the
most voluminous rock type found at the base of the
volcanic section. In some localities, lapilli-size frag-
ments of glass and pumice are common, and lenses
and pillow-like masses of crystalline basalt are inter-
calated with the pyroclastic rock. These deposits
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Types of life found at locations visited.

Coordinates 1 1	Types of Life
Locality

Lich-	Pet-
s. Lat. W. Long. Algae ens Mosses rels

Brandenberger Bluff
Mt. Berlin
Mt. Moulton (2,000 m)
Mt. Moulton (3,000 m)
Bowyer Butte
Mt. Prince
Coleman Nunatak
Holmes Bluff
N.W. of Mt. Andrus
Mt. Andrus
Mathewson Pt.
Mt. Kauffman
Mt. Flint
Mt. Petras
Mt. Waesche (2,700 m)
Mt. Waesche (3,600 m)
Bennett Saddle
Whitney Peak
Boudette Peaks
Mt. Sidley
Mt. Hampton (3,400 zn)
Mt. Hampton (3,700 m)
Mt. Cumming
Mt. Rees 2

Mt. Frakes
Mt. Steere
Boyd Ridge 2

Toney Mt.
Toney Mt.
Siglin Rocks 2
Schneider Rock 2

Binder Rocks 2

Morrison Bluff 2

Leister Peak2
Mt. Isherwood 2
Mt. Strange 
Jeffrey Head 2

Dorrel Rock 2

Turtle Peak 2
Mt. Murphy

75° 58'
760051
76 ° 00'
76 ° 02'
740551
740551
750181
740551
75°45,
75 ° 50'
740171
75 ° 33'
75 ° 45'
75 ° 52'
77° 12'
77011'
77005'
76 ° 23'
76 ° 50'
770071
76 ° 30'
76 ° 27'
760411
76°37'
76°48'
76°40'
76°54'
75 ° 48'
75°48'
74°07'
740051
740141
75°05'
75 ° 09'
740561
740541
740351
75 ° 25'
75 ° 22'
750221

136 ° 05'
135 ° 50'
1350201
1350151
134 ° 50'
1340101
133° 50'
1330501
1320401
132 °40'
132 ° 30'
132 °20'
129 ° 00'
1280301
126 ° 57'
1270001
126 °30'
1260051
126 ° 05'
1260001
125° 58'
125° 54'
125058'
118015,
117053'
1170301
116030'
116025'
1150401
114040,
1140391
114 °38'
114015,
1130501
1130301
113 020'
1110451
111020'
1110181
111007'

X X
X
X

no life found
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X
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X
X
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no life found

X
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X	x	x

	

X	 x

	

X	 x
X

	

X	x
X

	

X	x

	

X	x
X

	

X	 x

	

X	 x

match descriptions of subglacially erupted volcanic
rock in Iceland (Thorarinsson et al., 1959; Sae-
mundsson, 1967).

Mounts Murphy and Takahe are composed almost
entirely of pyroclastic rock, whereas all other Marie.
Byrd Land volcanoes appear to be composite cones,
built of tuff-breccia, antarctic kenyte (?), and var-
ious feldsparphyric intermediate and acidic lava
flows. A few quartz-bearing rock types were found.
Basaltic cinders, bombs, and flow rock comprise late
parasitic cones on the flanks of most Marie Byrd
Land volcanoes. These rocks contain phenocrysts
of olivine and plagioclase and, occasionally, ultra-
mafic nodules 2-30 cm in diameter.

The waning stages of volcanism in the Executive
Committee Range have evidently extended into his-
toric time. The caldera rim of Mount Hampton
is partly encircled by snow-covered pinnacles and
towers which very closely resemble inactive fumarolic
ice towers that have been described and pictured
from the summit of Mount Erebus (Holdsworth and
Ugolini, 1965). In view of the fragile nature of
these features, it is not unreasonable to assume that
Mount Hampton is still weakly active.
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Biological Survey of Marie Byrd Land

DERRY D. KOOB

Faculty of Population and Environmental Biology
Ohio State University

Poor weather curtailed biological sampling on the
1967-1968 Marie Byrd Land Survey, as it did on the
previous year's survey. Although three base camps
were established, the total number of field-sampling
locations visited was approximately the same as it was
last year. The types of life found at each location are
listed in the table. (The author made collections in
November, and R. Maigetter and D. Greegor con-
tinued the survey through January.)

At most localities above 3,350 m, no life could be

1 The coordinates given are of actual collection sites and do not
necessarily agree with those given in the antarctic gazetteer (U.S.
Board on Geographic Names. Antarctica, 2nd edition, 1966).

2 Unofficial name.

detected. The highest altitude at which lichens were
collected was 3,400 m on Mount Hampton. With one
exception (Toney Mountain), algae were not found
above an altitude of 600 m. Mosses were most abun-
dant near sea level, but some were found at an eleva-
tion of 850 m near Leister Peak.*

The lichen and moss collections were dried and
shipped to Ohio State University. Algal samples were
collected in quadruplicate; three were placed in
separate sterile disposable Petri dishes, each contain-

* Unofficial name.
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